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surface layer was modified using a collagen-derived tripeptide (Pro-Hyp-Gly) covalently attached to the
HAP phase and by coating the HAP/TCP phase with a hydroxyapatite-binding peptide (Hap-cyclic Arg-Pro-
Gly-Pro-Ala) via adsorption. A significant difference in the amount of the adsorbed protein was observed

between the hybrid beads and
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interview the founder of Madame Allure—the
one and only Katharine Pelz. We go on a
journey together, one where Katharine

shares the key insights she’s learned from
her years at Madame Allure, where Katharine

shed light on her thoughts on how we as
women can identify/discover our unique

talents and gifts. Katharine shares insights
about: How a natural leader was able to

make it to the top How you must take time
for yourself if you want to be successful How
we all struggle with imposter syndrome and

how you can get out of that The keys to
making your own hours The art of content

marketing The ups and downs of being a full-
time business owner How she meets her

clients How she manages her time How she
approaches her clients How she approaches
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new business How she makes her clients feel
important How she creates a strong

community How she has stayed relevant for
the past 24 years The responsibility of being
a small business owner How to make sure
that you never leave your passion behind

What drives her to set goals How she started
out working with brides on wedding day prep
The best examples of The Venus Factor She
answers her own question to learn how she

communicates with the women who read her
books To download a copy of the recording,
just click on the play button below.Q: What

exactly is a holonomy representation In
quantum mechanics, we have an algebra of

operators $[A,B]=AB-BA$ which is
associative and has the property that

$[A,A^*]\geq0$. This is the Algebra of CP-
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operators in the Heisenberg
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